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a b s t r a c t For the multiword expression (MWE) extraction, the multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is proposed on the motivation of gene recognition. Because textual sequence is similar to gene sequence in pattern analysis. This MSA technique is combined with error-driven rules, with the improved efﬁciency beyond the traditional methods. It provides a guarantee for the MWE recall. It uses the dynamic programming method to prevent candidates from combinational explosion, and provides a global solution for pattern extraction instead of sub-pattern redundancy. Consequently, it has accurate measures for ﬂexible patterns. In experiment, some advanced statistical measures are performed for ranking candidates. In the comparison experiment, the MSA approach achieved better results. Ó 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.



1. Introduction The MWE is a special lexical resource, which includes compounds, technical terms, idioms and collocations, etc. It has a relatively ﬁxed pattern because every MWE carries the speciﬁc meaning. The task of MWE extraction plays an important role in several areas, such as machine translation and information extraction. As the linguistic representation of concept, the MWE has its special statistical feature (Sag, Timothy, Francis, Ann, & DanFlickinger, 2002). Among many efforts devoted to the study of MWE extraction, there are three mainstream methodologies: the statistical extraction (Scott, Guangfan, Paul, & Qi, 2006; Shailaja & Jose, 2004), the knowledge-driven extraction (Magnus & Mikael, 2000; Seretan et al., 2003) and the hybrid extraction (Dias, 2003; Scott, Paul, Dawn, & Tony, 2005; Wu & Chang, 2004). The statistical method detects MWE by frequency of candidate patterns. However, statistical tools often miss many common MWEs in a lower frequencies. The knowledge-driven extraction is a complementary, which is more efﬁcient in identifying the rare occurred MWEs in spite of the fact that the knowledge acquiring remains a bottleneck. The hybrid method is combination of statistical information and linguistic knowledge. The multiple sequence alignment is proposed in this paper for MWE extraction, with the combination of the error-driven rules in this model. For the MWEs with high frequency, it has two major phases. The ﬁrst phase is to search the candidate MWEs by their * Corresponding author. Tel.: +86 010 88803655; fax: +86 010 88803011. E-mail address: [email protected] (J. Duan).



frequent occurrence in the corpus. The second phase is to ﬁlter true MWEs from noise candidates. Filtering process involves linguistic knowledge and some intelligent observations. For those infrequent occurred MWEs, the linguistic knowledge is a necessary resource for the effective extraction. Error-driven rules are used to acquire the context information and improve precision by re-evaluating MWE candidates. Since the MSA is a new statistical technique for the MWE extraction task, we have to analyze some current statistical models in order to have a comparison. 2. Related works 2.1. Statistical models Given a sequence of words, w ¼ w1 w2 ; . . . ; wn , or a part-ofspeech sequence, t ¼ t 1 t 2 ; . . . ; tn , we analyze some current statistical models. They extract the MWEs by exploiting different information from different perspectives. 2.1.1. The positional ngram model The positional ngram model traced back to the lexicographic evidence that most lexical relations associate words separated by at most ﬁve other words (Dias, 2003). These sequences of words can be continuous or discontinuous in a context of at most eleven words1. The cohesiveness of a text unit can be measured by the 1 The word in the middle is the pivot word, ﬁve words to its left side, and ﬁve words to it right side.
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strength it resists the loss of any component term. This metric is known as normalized expectation (NE)



Table 1 Parameter list



pð½w1 ; w2 . . . wn Þ  Pn NEð½w1 ; w2 . . . wn Þ ¼ 1   pð½w ; w . . . w 1 2 n Þ þ i¼1 pð½w1 ; . . . wi . . . wn Þ n



Parameter



Meaning



a b c d



The The The The



ð1Þ  i means word wi is a lost element. The mutual expectation where w (ME) of any positional ngram is based on its NE and its relative frequency embodied by the function pðÞ



MEð½w1 ; w2 . . . wn Þ ¼ pð½w1 ; w2 . . . wn Þ  NEð½w1 ; w2 . . . wn Þ:



ð2Þ



This model provides, a single statistic that can be applied to ngrams of any length in theory. Neither is it based upon the independence assumption. The most important feature is that this model considers the word order and gives omission penalty. 2.1.2. The nonparametric model The nonparametric model is a technique based on ranks in a Zipﬁan frequency distribution (Deane, 2005). The Zipf’s ﬁrst law state that the frequency of a word is inversely proportional to its rank in the frequency distribution. To assess how tightly each word wi is bound to a MWE, this model uses this rank-based heuristic measure of rank ratio (RR) as



RRðwi ; contextðwi ÞÞ ¼



ERðwi ; contextðwi ÞÞ : ARðwi ; contextðwi ÞÞ



ð3Þ



ARðÞ means the actual rank, an ordering of all contexts by the frequency with which the actual word wi appears in the context. ERðÞ means the expected rank, which is based upon how often the competing contexts appear regardless of which word ﬁlls the context. The mutual rank ratio (MRR) for the ngram can then be deﬁned as



MRR ¼



ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ p n RRðw1 ; ½tw2 . . . wn   . . .  RRðwn ; ½w1 . . . wn1 tÞ:



ð4Þ



This model assesses relative statistical signiﬁcance for each component word without making the independence assumption. It also allows scores to be compared across n-grams of different lengths. 2.1.3. The language model The language model supposes that there are a foreground corpus and a background corpus, for which the language models have been created, respectively (Tomokiyo & Hurst, 2003). The metric to measure the loss between two language models is the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence. It is a measure of the inefﬁciency, assuming that the distribution is qðÞ when the true distribution is pðÞ.



DðpkqÞ ¼



X w



pðwÞ log



pðwÞ qðwÞ



ð5Þ



pðwÞ or qðwÞ is the probability value that a n-gram language model assigns to every sequence of words,



pðwÞ ¼



n Y



pðwi j w1 w2    wi1 Þ



ð6Þ



i¼1



The LM 1bg denotes the unigram language model for the background corpus, the other models, LM Nbg , LM1fg , LM Nfg , are followed the same principle. Here, LM Nfg is the best model to describes the foreground corpus. When one of the other three models is used instead, then it will has some inefﬁciency or loss to describe the corpus. The pointwise KL-divergence dðÞ is the term inside of the summation of equation.



pðwÞ def dw ðpkqÞ ¼ pðwÞ log qðwÞ



ð7Þ



number number number number



of of of of



windows windows windows windows



in in in in



which which which which



wi and wj co-occur only wi occurs only wj occurs none of them occurs



where dw ðÞ is the contribution of the MWE w to the expected loss of the entire distribution. A uniﬁed language modal combined phraseness and informativeness2 is deﬁned as



dw ðLMNfg kLM1bg Þ:



ð8Þ



This model extracts key phrases from a totally new domain of text without building a training corpus. It also uniﬁes phraseness and informativeness into a single score to return useful ranked key phrases for analysts. 2.1.4. The collocational co-occurrence association model This model exploits statistical collocational information between near-context words (Scott et al., 2005; Scott et al., 2006). For a given pair of words wi and wj and a search window W, their parameters designate some special meanings as Table 1. Their statistical metric for measuring co-occurrence afﬁnity is given as Eq. (9) showed



G2 ¼ 2ða ln a þ b ln b þ c ln c þ d ln d  ða þ bÞ lnða þ bÞ  ða þ cÞ lnða þ cÞ  ðb þ dÞ lnðb þ dÞ  ðc þ dÞ lnðc þ dÞ þ ða þ b þ c þ dÞ lnða þ b þ c þ dÞÞ



ð9Þ



For ﬁltering out insigniﬁcant co-concurrent pairs, t-score is also used as an additional ﬁlter in their system.



t  score ¼



probðwi ; wj Þ  probðwi Þprobðwj Þ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ : 1 probðwi ; wj Þ M



ð10Þ



This model concerns the co-occurrence information for all candidate word-pairs. In addition, the search proceeds in a ﬁxed direction from left to right. 2.1.5. The sequence type concerned model The sequence type model is a model concerned with the sequence type. Some models mainly concern the sequence type factor, including longer sequences, subsequences, and overlapping sequences problem. They are C-value/NC-value (Frantziy & Ananiadouy, 2000) and GenLocalMaxs algorithm (Ferreira da Silva, Dias, Guillore, & Lopes, 1999; Ferreira da Silva & Lopes, 1999). C-value is sensitive to the nested MWE by its enhanced statistical measure of frequency of occurrence.



( C-valueðwÞ ¼



w is not a nesed log2 jwj  f ðwÞ P log2 jwjðf ðwÞ  PðT1w Þ b2T f ðbÞÞ otherwise ð11Þ



w is the candidate string, f ðÞ is its frequency of occurrence in the corpus, T w is the set of candidate MWEs that contain w, and PðT w Þ is the number of these candidate MWEs. C-value assigns a termhood to a candidate string w, ranking it in the output list of candidates. It applies to the entire set of word sequences. Some kinds of nested MWE can be distinguished from the other sequences. NC-value incorporates context information to the C-value method. 2 Phraseness is how much the information is lost by assuming independence of each word by applying the unigram model, instead of the n-gram model. Informativeness is how much the information is lost by assuming the phrase is drawn from the background model instead of the foreground model.
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NC-valueðwÞ ¼ aC  valueðwÞ þ ð1  aÞ



X



fw ðbÞweightðbÞ



ð12Þ



b2C w



where C w is the set of distinct context words of w, fw ðbÞ is the frequency of b as a MWE context word of w, weight(b) is the weight of b as a MWE context word. a is the weight assigned to the two factors of NC-value, and C-value. Another model concerned the sequence type is the GenLocalMaxs algorithm. It works on the idea that each n-gram has a kind of ‘‘glue” sticking the words together within the n-gram. It has two assumptions. First, the more cohesive a group of words is, the higher its score will be. Second, MWUs are highly associated localized groups of words. As a consequence, its association measure value is a local maximum for a true MWU. The sequence type model is often an assistant process of the other models. 2.2. Model analysis From the analysis for these models, we can know that these models extract all the possible sequences in certain window sizes. In another word, most of them use the n-gram method. The n-gram is a kind of context which contains n continuous words. The n-gram can be transformed to a partially ordered set because word position in context can be viewed as partial order. Every partially ordered set only maps one textual sequence. A textual sequence s ¼ w1 w2 . . . wi ; . . . ; wn , can be transformed into a partially ordered set hfw1 ; . . . ; wi ; . . . ; wn g; i. The number of candidate patterns is all the subsets of this partially ordered set as C 1n þ C 2n þ    þ C nn ¼ ð1 þ 1Þn  C 0n ¼ 2n  1. For every textual sequence, the space complexity of candidate patterns is Oð2n Þ. For example, an ordered set hfa; b; cg; i has 23  1 ¼ 7 candidate patterns. 1  tuple : hfag; i; hfbg; i; hfcg; i; 2-tuple : hfa; bg; i; hfa; cg; ihfb; cg; i; 3-tuple : hfa; b; cg; i. And a partially ordered set hfa; cg; i which indicates sequence ac can be rewritten into  by n-gram way, where b  means one word is omitted in the abc pattern. Following this method, every ﬂexible pattern can be transformed into n-gram with longer lengths by adding these omitted words. For example, two-tuple can be easily converted into ﬂexible pattern with three-gram. But n-gram concerns limited length of word sequence because of its exponential complexity. In other word, n-gram only considers part of patterns with limited window size instead of systematically enumerating every possible pattern. This is a major reason that these models cannot be used without any restriction in practice.



3



gene sequences have no clear boundaries. So the preprocess work to partition these continuous sequences is necessary. On the contrary, these sequences have clear word boundaries marked by blanks3 although textual sequences are also selected from a closed letter set. These words have relatively shorter lengths. In another way, the meanings of larger amount of gene sequences are illegible even for biologists. Man knows only rarely simple functions of gene sequences. When a new gene sequence is detected, functional analysis is not an easy job. It is easy to judge its meaning, however, when the MWE in textual sequences is picked out. Man’s experience knowledge including some grammar and semantic rules can help judge the validity of extracted MWEs. This knowledge is also used to ﬁlter noise patterns from candidate MWE. As to the relations between textual sequence and gene sequence, we propose the MSA-based approach for MWE extraction. Both statistical and linguistic information are incorporated into this model. 3.2. The advantages of our model



3. Proposed method



Since the conception of edit distance is introduced, it is convenient to compare two sequences. Its operations include deletions, insertions and reversals, which have been adopted by DNA sequence comparison. Edit distance can be viewed as the longest common subsequence (LCS) problem (Hirschberg, 1977). The LCS focuses on two sequences. It has been developed as the pairwise sequence alignment in bioinformatics. With the dynamic programming solution, our alignment tool detects potential MWEs contained in two textual sequences. Irrelevant segments are ﬁltered from candidate MWEs by similarity computation function. afﬁne gap model (AGM) is well-known in gene sequence detection task, which beneﬁts from the nonlinear function for gap penalty. In comparison to n-gram, AGM is sensitive to match details with strict mismatch and gap penalties. AGM has its penalty mechanism for continuous and discrete structures. This model denotes a gap as k P 1 continuous omitted words. Generally speaking, the omission of k continuous words occurs more frequently than k isolated words, because a continuous unit is more likely to indicate a whole meaning. The cost of gap extension in an already initiated gap should be given lower penalty than the cost of gap initiation. Here every gap can be viewed as an event. The gap with k continuous words can be produced by moving out a phrase or term from textual sequence. However, k isolated words are generated from different events, thus their costs P P are higher than previous case, wð ni¼1 ki Þ 6 ni¼1 wðki Þ, Its simple equation is as, wðkÞ 6 kwð1Þ. It meets our need to ﬁnd the best matched segment among those textual sequences.



3.1. Gene sequence vs. textual string



3.3. Multiple sequence alignment for MWE extraction



For the purpose of seeking a better solution we denote a sentence as a textual string (or textual sequence) corresponding to gene sequence. Computational linguists have made some research into textual sequences. For example, machine translation needs to calculate the similarity among candidate sentences. This coincides with the global sequence alignment in bioinformatics. They are also similar in local sequence alignment. Local alignment in gene sequences is observed as a conservative ﬁeld by biologists. In natural language processing, a case in point is the MWE extraction. Although textual sequence and gene sequence are distinct objects, there is a common model for them. There are differences in sequence coding between gene sequence and textual sequence. There is a symbol set fA; C; G; Tg in gene vocabulary table. All the variable biological genes are generated from this set. Because of the number limitation of the symbol set, the gene sequences are comparatively long. In addition, the



Our approach is directly inspired by gene sequence alignment. Although sequence alignment theory has been well-developed in bioinformatics, it was rarely reported in the MWE extraction task (Regina & Lillian, 2003). We apply it to MWE extraction especially for some complex structures. Both the word strings and their related part-of-speech strings are input for further multiple sequence alignment. Before the sequence alignment, those sequences should be preprocessed. The pairwise sequence alignment computes the similarity between two sequences. Then those similar sequences will be grouped for further multiple sequence alignment. Finally, the MWEs are extracted from the multiple sequence alignment. 3 Some languages, such as Chinese, have more than 6,000 different symbols in its symbol set. The characters of textual sequences are selected from these larger symbol sets. These sequences should be partitioned into meaningful units in advance.
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3.3.1. Preprocessing The textual sequence should be preprocessed before input. We allow simple stemming process for improving the signiﬁcance of lower frequent MWEs by determining the root of a word and all possible variants. The word stemming rules are produced in our word stemming tool. For example, the plurals recognition and a set of tense forms, such as past, present and future forms, are transformed into original forms. These tokenlized sequences will improve extraction quality. 3.3.2. Pairwise sequence alignment Pairwise sequence alignment is a crucial step. Our algorithm uses local alignment for textual sequences (Gorodkin, Heyer, & Stormo, 1997; Smith & Waterman, 1981; Zachariah, Crooks, Holbrook, & Brenner, 2005). The similarity score between two sequences, s½1 . . . i and t½1 . . . i, can be computed by three arrays G½i; j, E½i; j, F½i; j. The dynamic programming algorithm is used for problem solving. It solves every subproblem just once and then saves its answer in a table, thereby avoiding the work of recomputing the answer every time the subproblem is encountered. In the sequence alignment, we consider not only the word information but also their part-of-speech information, the entry dðx; yÞ means the earned scores when word s½i matches with word t½j (or part-of-speech tag posðs½iÞ matches with posðt½jÞ) as Eq. (13). showed,



8 > < c1 s½i ¼ t½j d½i½j ¼ c2 s½i ¼ 6 t½j; posðs½iÞ ¼ posðt½jÞ > : inc else



ð13Þ



where c1 and c2 mean gained scores in matched or partially matched condition and inc means penalty score in unmatched condition. Suppose that V½i; j denotes the best score of entry dðx; yÞ; G½i; j denotes that s½i matches with t½j: dðs½i; t½jÞ; E½i; j denotes s½i, an omitted word, matched with t½j: dðt; t½jÞ; F½i; j denotes s½i matched with an omitted word t½j: dðs½i; tÞ; h means the penalty score for a gap, g means the penalty score for the additional omission of a gap. We give the initialization and its dynamic programming solution. Initialization:



V½0; 0 ¼ 0; V½i; 0 ¼ E½i; 0 ¼ 0; V½0; j ¼ F½0; j ¼ 0; 1 6 j 6 n:



1 6 i 6 m;



A dynamic programming solution:



V½i; j ¼ maxfG½i; j; E½i; j; G½i; j; 0g; 8 G½i  1; j  1 > < G½i; j ¼ dði; jÞ þ max E½i  1; j  1 > : F½i  1; j  1 8 ðh þ gÞ þ G½i; j  1 > < E½i; j ¼ max g þ E½i; j  1 > : ðh þ gÞ þ F½i; j  1 8 ðh þ gÞ þ G½i  1; j > < F½i; j ¼ max ðh þ gÞ þ E½i  1; j > : g þ F½i  1; j



Table 2 Related sequences Example



Type



Sequence



Ex. 1



Original sentence



Ex. 2



POS sequence Preprocessed sentence Original sentence POS sequence Preprocessed sentence



They built a wall to keep wolves out of their ranch PRP VBD DT NN TO VB NNS IN IN PRP NN They build a wall to keep wolf out of their ranch It kept out of the hole PRP VBD IN IN DT NN It keep out of the hole



II. Otherwise4, the best score has been recorded in E½i; j which relates with the preﬁxes s½1 . . . i and t½1 . . . j  1. They are used to check the ﬁrst omitted word or the additional omission in order to give appropriate penalty. a. For G½i; j  1 and F½i; j  1, they do not end with an omission in string s. The omitted word s½i is the ﬁrst omission of a gap. Its score is G½i; j  1 (or F½i; j  1) minus ðh þ gÞ. b. For E½i; j  1, the word omission is the additional omission which should be only subtracted g. In the maximum entry, it records the best score of optimum local alignment. This entry can be viewed as the started point of alignment. Then we backtrack entries by checking arrays which are generated from dynamic programming algorithm. When the score decrease to zero, alignment extension terminates. Finally, the similarity and alignment results are easily acquired. 3.3.2.1. A small example. Given two POS tagged sentences5, we separate their POS and word sequences, then take word stemming for the word sequences. These preprocessed sequences are listed as Table 2. Ex.1 They/PRP built/VBD a/DT wall/NN to/TO keep/VB wolves/ NNS out/IN of/IN their/PRP ranch/NN, Ex.2 It/PRP kept/VBD out/IN of/IN the/DT hole/NN. The score matrix is computed by dynamic programming algorithm. The algorithm concerns both word sequence and POS sequence and gives them different scores. The result will be stored into the matrix as Table 3. The score matrix is also the similarity matrix between two sequences. The optimum local alignment can be acquired by tracing back the score matrix:



ð14Þ ð15Þ



ð16Þ



ð17Þ



Here we explain the meaning of these arrays: I. G½i; j records the best score of entry dði; jÞ, it sums up the score of the last row and the maximal score between the preﬁxes s½1 . . . i  1 and t½1 . . . j  1.



3.3.3. Star alignment Lots of aligned segments are extracted from pairwise alignment. Those segments with common component words will be collected for multiple sequence alignment (Michael, Burkhard, & Jens, 2003). Every multiple sequence alignment collects similar sequences together when their similarity score is higher than a given threshold, thres.



4 Analysis approaches for F½i; j and E½i; j are the same, here we only give the detailed explanation of E½i; j. 5 here we use the Penn Treebank Tagset.
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PRP VBD IN IN DT NN



It Keep Out Of The Hole



PRP



VBD



DT



NN



TO



VB



NNS



IN



IN



PRP



NN



they



build



a



1 0 0 0 0 0



0 2 0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0 1 0



wall



to



keep



wolf



out



of



their



ranch



0 0 0 0 0 2



0 0 0 0 0 0



0 3 1 0 0 0



0 1 2 0 0 0



0 0 5 3 1 0



0 0 3 9 5 4



0 0 1 5 7 4



0 0 0 4 4 7



We perform the star alignment strategy for multiple sequence alignment. The star alignment begins from a pairwise alignment, then all the other sequences gather to these sequences with the technique of ‘‘once a blank, always a blank”. When a new sequence comes, w ¼ w1 . . . wn , we can compute its similarity with the multiple sequence alignment a by the cost function Uðw; aÞ. Given a multiple sequence alignment a with L word length, P denotes the possibility of word occurred at the column of a, P ¼ ðP 1 ; P 2 ;    ; P L Þ, Pi ¼ ðpi;0 ; pi;1 ;    ; pi;jCj Þ, pi;k means the possibility of the ith word of C occurred at the kth column, C means the word table of a, and the ﬁrst word of C is an omission symbol. The matrix P is the feature matrix of a, it describes the family feature of those multiple sequences in a.



/ðwj ; iÞ ¼



jCj X



wðwj ; Ck Þpi;k



ð18Þ



k¼0



Uðw; aÞ ¼



X



/ðwj ; iÞ



ð19Þ



i



where wðÞ means the cost function, Ck means the kth word of C. When the overall cost UðÞ is lower than a threshold, which means the sequence w has the similar feature with multiple sequence alignment a, the sequence w can be added into a as a member sequence. Then align the new added sequence and compute the new feature matrix of a. This process repeats. Finally, all the sequences have been grouped into one or more multiple sequence alignments, we can output the results by matrix P, the MWEs. For matrix P, the most frequent word in every column will be singled out as the component word of MWE. The result of POS pattern can help to recognize the inﬂectional constituent words although the information has been lost after word stemming. For example, ‘‘keep” can have three POS-tag selections in this MWE, which are base form, past tense and the third person singular present. MWE pattern: keep – out of POS pattern: VB(VBD/VBZ) – IN IN



3.4. Performance comparison 3.4.1. Basic assumptions Although MSA and those n-gram approaches are both statistic pattern recognition, they have different foundational assumptions. The n-gram methods ﬁrstly assume candidate patterns to have ﬁxed or ﬂexible window length. Then these patterns have been viewed as candidate MWEs. Frequently occurring patterns from corpus are extracted for further ﬁltering process. On the contrary, the MSA only admits those candidates which actually appear in the corpus. This mechanism is implemented by a comparison between two textual sequences. These textual sequences may not match each other exactly. When these sequences include similar segments, these segments will be singled out as seeds of candidate MWEs for further analysis. Thus MSA breaks



the limitation from the blind selection of candidates. Multiple sequence comparison is used to ensure the strong similarity among candidate MWEs. It can acquire more credible results than pairwise sequence comparison. 3.4.2. Limitation of window length Limitation of window length is a major obstacle for large scale use. The n-gram methods can handle any window length in principle. But the computer has the limitation of running time and memory requirement in practice. Any increment of the context window length will be at the expense of loss of enormous time and space, because they adopt the uniﬁcation model in which any change of window length has inﬂuence on every sequence. As a compromise between resource consuming and recall of MWEs, reasonable window length limitation is necessary. Whatever effectiveness, some useful information must be dropped out. The MSA method has no constraint on the window length. Textual sequences are processed by pairs, respectively. The candidates are generated from their comparison. The pairwise sequences alignment indicates the place where the candidate MWE exists possibly. It is also viewed as a crucial preprocessing because it ﬁlters out lots of noisy candidate MWEs. Without the limitation of window sizes, it also can capture the long distance word dependency. 3.4.3. Details in pattern analysis The n-gram approaches consider that component elements of MWE depend on each other. For the sake of the generalization of model, they pay little attention to the details of pattern structure. These component elements have the same contribution to the formation of MWE. It cannot effectively distinguish between subpattern embedded problems and irrelative sequences from the noise patterns. In addition, they have no good solution to handle the long distance dependency problem. It is difﬁcult to develop a more effective model to differentiate the complex relations among component elements. Thus it is coarse granulation for MWE pattern analysis. From the beginning, the MSA method focuses on solving internal sequence patterns. Pairwise sequence alignment is a foundation stone for further multiple sequence alignment. It introduces the Afﬁnity Gap model (AGM), which is developed to improve the sequence comparison quality. It gives different penalties for continuous word omission in a gap and discontinuous omission. 3.5. Linguistic knowledge combination by error-driven learning We use the error-driven learning approach to incorporate linguistic knowledge into our system (Brill, 1995). There are two reasons for the linguistic knowledge combination. The ﬁrst comes from the lower precision. Although the statistical methods for MWE extraction have the higher recall, the lower precision makes the further process difﬁcult. The second is that the lower frequent MWEs cannot be effectively extracted from corpus, because they are lack of the signiﬁcant statistical feature. Before the combination, we also make some simple ﬁlter processes. Many meaningless patterns are extracted from corpus. It
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is observed that candidate pattern should contain content words. Some patterns are only organized by pure function words, such as the most frequent patterns ‘‘the to”, ‘‘of the”. These patterns should be moved out from the candidate set. Filter table with certain words is also performed. For example, some words like ‘‘then” cannot occur in the beginning position of MWE. These ﬁlters will reduce the number of noise patterns. 3.5.1. Template deﬁnition There are two kinds of templates to describe the sensitive information about MWE. One is the MWE itself, and the other is its near context. 3.5.1.1. MWE template. We extract the MWE templates from manual MWE tagged corpus. The MWE templates are mainly the syntax templates. Some templates have the high precision, for example, ‘‘adjective+noun” pattern. Besides the part-of-speech tags, some frequent occurred words are also a concern as the template components. The MWE templates are the basic rules as the MWE tagger. The context templates of MWE are also incorporated into our system.



nience of further bilingual MWE extraction in the future. These texts contain various aspects including art, entertainment, business, etc. Our corpus size is 100, 000 sentences for English. We use brill tagger as our POS tagging tool. We created a closed test set of 8000 sentences. MWEs in corpus are extracted by manual work. In addition, the MWE identiﬁcation is a boring job. Its difﬁculty comes from two aspects. Firstly, the result evaluation for test corpus is a kind of labor-intensive business. The judgment of MWEs requires great efforts of domain expert. It is hard and boring to make a standard test corpus for MWE identiﬁcation use. Secondly, it relates to human cognition in psychological world. It is proved by experience that various opinions cannot simply be judged true or false. As a compromise way, the gold standard set for MWEs can be established by some accepted resources, such as WordNet 2.0 which includes abundant compounds and phrases. Some terms extracted from dictionaries are also employed in our experiments. There are nearly 70,000 MWEs that have been collected into our MWE set. With the help of these MWEs, much manual work for the judgment of MWEs is saved in the construction of test corpus. 4.2. Results and discussion



3.5.1.2. Context template. We use four parameters to deﬁne the context template, PREV, BEGIN, END, NEXT. PREV and NEXT describe the previous and next word (or POS tag) around the MWE. ‘‘BEGIN” and ‘‘END” designate the ﬁrst and last word (or POS tag) of MWE itself. We deﬁne the context templates based on these trigger conditions. The rule format is ‘‘IF condition THEN” style. The transformation action changes among three MWE tag statuses including candidate, correct and error. For example, one triggered rule is Rule. 1 in a given text sequence Ex. 1. 3.5.2. Rule learning After the deﬁnition, these templates are performed into the copy of the training corpus which has been tagged by basic rules. The learner will check every template and generate some new context rules in its iteration process. In every iteration, these newly learned rules will be used to refresh the MWE extraction result one by one. The evaluation function for rules is showed as Eq. (21).



countðrÞ ¼ cðrÞ  eðrÞ



ð20Þ



r i ¼ arg max countðri Þ:



ð21Þ



i



The highest scored rule will be picked out as the true context rule and added into the learner by order in every iteration. The iteration process repeats until the extraction result cannot be improved. These trained error-driven rules can solve the MWE extraction problem coming from low frequency of occurrence. In addition we also perform these rules on extracted candidates to improve extraction precision.



4.2.1. General comparison To compare the performance of multiple sequence alignment (MSA) and n-gram related approaches, we choose the positional n-gram model (PNM) as the target model in the listed statistical models because the PNM has some advantages over the other models. The PNM considers the word order information and gives the evaluation of the word omission. Every measure in both PNM and MSA models complies with the same threshold. For example, the threshold for frequency is ﬁve times. Two conclusions are drawn from Table 4. Firstly, MSA has higher recall than PNM but lower precision on the contrary. In the close test set, MSA recall is higher than PNM. MSA uniﬁes all the cases of ﬂexible patterns by GAM. However, PNM only considers limited ﬂexible patterns because of model limitation. MSA nearly includes all the n-gram results. Higher recall decreases its precision to a certain extent because some ﬂexible patterns are noisier than strict patterns. Flexible patterns tend to be more irrelevant than strict patterns. The GAM just provides a wiser choice for all ﬂexible patterns by its gap penalty function. PNM gives up analysis on many ﬂexible patterns without further ado. PNM ensures its precision by taking risk of MWE loss. see Fig. 1. Secondly, advanced evaluation criterion can place more MWEs in the front rank of candidate list. Evaluation metrics for extracted patterns play an important role in MWE extraction. We have tested many criteria, which are reported with better performances. MWE identiﬁcation is similar to IR task. These measures have their own advantages to move interested patterns forward in the candidate list. For example, frequency data contains much noise. True mutual information (TMI) concerns mutual information with logarithm. Mutual expectation (ME) takes into account the relative probability of each word compared to the phrase. Rank ratio performs



Table 4 General comparison between PNM and MSA Measure



4. Experiments 4.1. Resources Although we only focus on the English MWE extraction in this paper, the Chinese–English aligned corpus is used for the conve-



Frequency TMI ME Rankratio



PNM



MSA



Precision (%)



Recall (%)



F-Measure (%)



Precision (%)



Recall (%)



F-Measure (%)



35.2 44.7 51.6 62.1



38.0 56.2 52.6 61.5



36.0 49.1 51.2 61.1



32.1 43.2 44.7 57.0



48.2 62.1 65.2 83.1



38.4 51.4 52.0 68.5
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1327 context rules trained by 30 templates. These rules are also used to ﬁlter the results. The experimental result is showed as Table 6. We take two experiments with or without linguistic information. The frequency varies from two to eight and more. The column ‘‘Stat.” means statistical approach, and ‘‘Stat. + lang.” statistical approach combined with error-driven rules. From the table, we can know that the linguistic information beneﬁts the lower frequent MWE extraction, especially for frequency lower than ﬁve times. When the frequency is more than ﬁve times, the linguistic information has little support for extracting more MWEs. We check the result to ﬁnd that the linguistic rule recall some new MWEs and reject more correct MWEs extracted by statistical approach.



Input



Preprocessing



Pairwise sequence alignment



Star alignment



Output



Fig. 1. Multiple sequence alignment algorithm.



the best on both n-gram and MSA approaches, because it provides all the contexts which are associated with each word in the corpus and ranks them. With the help of advanced statistic measures, the scores of MWEs are high enough to be detected from noisy patterns. 4.2.2. Comparison in various MWE lengths Our recall is the comparative recall, since it is difﬁcult to exhaustively examine the recalled MWEs over the whole corpus.



correct MWEs recalled by one model correct MWEs recalled by both models



ð22Þ



From the Table 5, when the length is lower than 4 words, the precision of PNMis higher thanMSA and their recall rates are on the contrary. When the length is longer than 4 words, both recall and precision of MSA are better than PNM. The major reason is that PNM does not list all the candidates because of its window size limitation. Although the longer gap inside some MWEs is reasonable, PNM drops off many discontinuous circumstances without further consideration for the purpose of saving searching space. The recall rate will decrease. 4.2.3. Results on various frequencies The statistical approaches have good performance for frequent MWEs extraction. For lower occurred MWEs in corpus, however, these approaches lose their advantage. Thus our model introduces the linguistic rules for low frequent MWE extraction. There are



Table 5 Results on various MWE lengths Length of MWE
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Table 6 Results on various frequencies Frequency
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4.2.4. Open test In an open test, we just show the extracted MWE numbers in different given corpus sizes. Two phenomena are observed in Fig. 2. The detected MWE numbers increase in both approaches with the enlargement of corpus size. When the corpus size reaches certain values, their increment speeds turn slower. In the beginning, frequent MWEs are detected easily, and the number increases quickly. At a later phase, the detection goes into comparatively infrequent area. Mining these MWEs always need more corpus support. Lower increment speed appears. Although MSA always keeps ahead in detecting MWE numbers, their gaps reduce with the increment of corpus size. MSA is sensitive to the MWE detection because of its alignment mechanism without difference between ﬂexible pattern and strict pattern. In the beginning phase, MSA can detect MWEs which have high frequencies with ﬂexible patterns. The PNM cannot effectively catch these ﬂexible patterns. MSA detects a larger number of MWE than PNM does. In the latter phase, many variable patterns for ﬂexible MWE can also be observed, among which relatively strict patterns may appear in the larger corpus. They will be caught by PNM. At the ﬁrst sight, the discrepancy of detected numbers is gradually
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Fig. 2. Open test for PNM and MSA approaches.
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Table 7 Parameter estimation
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close to MSA. In nature, PNM just makes up its limitation at the expense of corpus size because its detection mechanism for ﬂexible patterns has no radical changes. 4.2.5. Parameter estimation As a kind of special sequence, the textual sequence has a new property. The average length of sentences is less than 20 words, and textual sequence length is usually shorter than gene sequence. Local alignment algorithm performs effectively on short sequence. We take an experiment on the training set for setting the suitable parameter values. In GAP model, there are four parameters to be estimated. Three parameters, inc, g and h, are in proportion to the matched scores c1 and c2. Here we give them ﬁxed values, c1 ¼ 3 and c2 ¼ 1. Our model adopts f-score as measure for parameter estimation. When parameters are given values as h ¼ 1, g ¼ 1, inc ¼ 1, thres ¼ 12, the model achieves the best result on the training set. From the Table 7, we observe that the threshold of sequence similarity, thres, is crucial for model performance. The appropriate threshold and similarity computational model can suppress noise from irrelevant candidates. It also indicates the direction of future model improvement. 5. Conclusion In this article, our MSA is inspired by gene sequence alignment. From a new perspective, we reconsider MWE extraction task. These two tasks coincide with each other in their pattern recognition. The MSA succeeds in not only avoiding combination explosion and pattern overlap but also solving ﬂexible pattern problems. MSA can easily deal with gaps because it devotes to solving gap problem in sequences. It seems that the MSA is a better solution for MWE extraction than other approaches. Future work will be devoted to the multilingual MWE extraction and better understanding of their underlying linguistic properties. Although MSA approach performs well in MWE extraction task, a lot of improvements for more robust model are still in need. Each innovation presented here only opens the way for more research. Some established theories between Computational Linguistics and Bioinformatics can be shared in a broader way.
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